Mind the gaps
Plotting the Andes, why metal is trumping shares, romancing the past, social the new metallurgy.
Here we are with gold at or near
all-time highs in local terms yet
the gold stocks, in aggregate,
seem reluctant to get out of bed
on a given morning. The slosh of money that
had been expected to bring things right remains,
for the most part, busy elsewhere. The gold
price theory of gold stocks, namely, buy gold
stocks and wait for the gold price to go up, is not
working as well as it was hoped.
There was a time when gold stocks cared less
about the gold price. During the 1980s and
1990s, an era of tremendous growth through discovery, gold shares outperformed a generally
declining gold price. Prior to this, and for most
of recorded history, the gold price was fixed, and
if you wanted to make your fortune in mining,
you had to do it some other way. And they did
— over the last century far more money was
made through efforts and initiatives of their own
doing as compared to impacts of favourable metal markets.
With the pull of indices and extreme financial
abstraction now driving investment decision
making, gold shares find themselves as placeholders for better gold prices while good gold
shares are placeholders that reduce costs, generate free cash flow and contribute towards sector
consolidation. Yet the vast bulk of the sector’s
wealth was accrued by securing large, rich mineral deposits. This seems a lost point in today’s
conversation but explains, as much as anything,
the lag in the shares, for it has been some time
since large, rich mineral deposits were found.
The Andes are a good place — a petri dish, if
you will — to discuss this topic. Many of the
deposits that built the sector as we know are loDouglas Pollitt

Figure 1: On the top you have the gold price (yellow) and the XA U
(blue) between 1992 (when the XAU commenced) and 1997, when the
“era of discovery” came to an abrupt end with Bre-X’s de Guzman leap
out of a helicopter. Over this period, the shares outperformed the metal
by about 20%. On the bottom we have the same since the bear market
started in 2013 and we can see that here the metal outperformed the
shares by about the same. What explains this? One suggestion is the
dearth of large discoveries and an asset base that grows skinnier by the
day.

cated here and their contribution to the sector cannot
be over-emphasized. The history lessons are varied
and germane. Lastly, the geometry lends itself to
analysis – the deposits here are laid out, at least to
the layman, along a single dimension. You can’t
look away.
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Figure 2: This is the distribution of copper and gold deposits along a centerline through the
Andes. See map to the left. The red line is the centerline. The yellow dots are the deposits.
Above, gold shown in yellow, copper shown in red. Ag/Zn deposits are converted to AuEq. The
horizontal scale stretches about 7000km. A rough estimate of the country at a given point is
shown below. (Countries will overlap and Bolivia, for sake of clarity, is omitted.) The vertical
scale is divided into two: the lower scale is 0-1moz (or mt) — this clearly shows the density of
all deposits — while the upper scale has a range of 1moz to 36moz; this shows the distribution
of the very large deposits.

“Northern gap”

There are a little over 300 deposits shown here. Criteria for inclusion involve either an established resource in the case of pre-production deposits, or, in the case of active mines, the mineable reserve. Some of the estimates are quite accurate; others, especially for older, now-closed
mines, less accurate. We have also surely missed some deposits.
Viability of a given deposits was not considered — for example, Pascua Lama, which won’t get
put into production any time soon, is included. So are deposits sterilized social or legal issues;
there are more than a few of these. The purpose here is to show the results of the geological
process acting at the margin. (There will also be those who say it is a lot more complex than a
single geological process and we won’t argue with that either.)
“Southern gap”

What we are trying to show here is that a) there is a lot of metal in this belt — by our estimates,
likely lowballed, the belt has is over half a billion ounces of gold and over half a billion tonnes
of copper; b) the occurrence of the deposits is consistent and dense (see figure 3.); and c) there
are two gaps in the distribution — one in Argentina and one in Colombia. More on these later.

--+-See figure 2. Here we string all the deposits of the
Andes along a centerline and stretch them across a
single axis. This gives you an idea as to the distribution of mineralized systems both in terms of
frequency and size. The survey is inexact in a
number of respects, but not so inexact that a few
observations can’t be made:
 An awful lot of gold and copper has been
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found along the belt. By this count, we
see about half a billion ounces of gold
and half a billion tonnes of copper. This
includes metal that has been mined and
metal that is still in the ground. Historical production is probably underestimated, especially for a few of the ultra-prolific old copper mines, while the
suggestion that what remains is all viable
at something close to current economics
may also be somewhat stretched. And
there is obviously more to be found. The
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Figure 3: With all the data in figure two we can run stats on the
distribution. What we want to do here is estimate how consistent
the occurrence of deposits are. Along the belt — gaps excluded —
, what is the probability of being within X km of a deposit of Ymozs
or greater? The results are to the left.
It can be seen that within an interval of 50km there is a 88%
chance of there being a deposit of any size and a little less than
40% chance of there being a deposit 10mozs or greater. That is, if
you were air-dropped anywhere I the belt, there would be an almost 40% chance of being within 25km of a 10moz+ deposit.
When this interval is expanded to 300km, the chances increase
dramatically — there is almost a 90% chance of there being a
10moz+ deposit within 150km.
This is to say that the occurrence of mineral deposits in the Andes
is very consistent.

point here, in crude terms, is that the geological process that acted on the western
margin of South America had the effect
of producing a prodigious number of
mineralized systems.
 A second observation is that the occur-

rence of deposits is, with the exception of
two gaps (see below), very consistent.
We run stats on the data; results are
shown in figure 3. A few takeaways: you
could be air-dropped anywhere along this
5200km belt and have a 70% of chance
on being within 25km or closer to a 1mm
oz deposit and the chances that you
would be within 25km of a 10mm oz deposit would be one-in-four. Where capital has been applied, the Andes are a
dense belt indeed.
 The distribution is pretty uniform except

where it is not. We see a large gap in the
south and smaller gap in the north. We
discuss these later.
--+-With most of the high-sulphidation gold deposits
now scraped down to the sulphide roots and most
of the massive copper mines mined down to the
bottom of their open pit lives, and some deposits
sterilized by poor decisions and poor economics, it
is easy to forget the bonanza-like conditions for
those who got there early. Three examples follow.
They’ve been mining copper at Chuquicamata
(“Chuqui”) since the Incan times. We know this
Pollitt & Co. Inc.

because in 1899 the body of a pre-historic miner,
along with his tools, was found in a collapsed
shaft by someone also looking to do the same,
namely, mine copper. By this time, the area was a
hive of activity, dotted with up to 400 small scale
operations, drawn from all corners of the planet.
No exploration was needed as the mineralized
rock stretched out like a picnic in all directions.
The veins are reported to have graded about 15%.
In 1910, an engineer arrived, surveyed the place
and brought a proposition back to New York to
consolidate the camp. One group bit. Water,
power and scale was brought in, as was some improved metallurgical technology. Chuqui was
industrialized. In 1923, the package was sold to
Anaconda Copper, the Rockerfeller concern. At
the time, the resource was estimated to be about
650mt of 2.6% copper oxides. This was mined for
the next 35 years. There was little or no strip. In
the early 1950s, when the oxides ran out, they
moved into the sulphides for another 20 years until the Chilean government nationalized the company. Compensation was determined based on
historical profits, which were estimated by the
Chileans to be about $7b; in today’s terms this is
an astonishing number. The mine, after over 100
years of industrialized work, has 50 years of life in
front of it today. The group that stumped up back
in 1910 to consolidate the camp were the Guggenheims and we presume that when they sold to Anaconda they took a bit of stock as part of the deal.
When they first found Yanacocha they thought it
was a small silver play. This was in 1984, just as
Peru came open after a decade of nationalization
and there was ground for the taking. By 1993,
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4mm ozs of high sulphidation gold bearing oxides
had been outlined and production commenced. By
the year 2000, reserves had grown to 36mm ozs.
Minera Yanacocha, at this point was owned by
Newmont, Buenaventura and the IFC.
It wasn’t just the size of the deposit that now
stands out. The economics were also spectacular.
Grade at the outset was 1.84 g/t, which by today’s
standards are fat for a dump leach operation. The
strip ratio was 0.5:1. Consequently, operating
costs started off at about $100/oz. Annual production peaked at 3.3mm ozs/yr. It was like scooping
up 36mm ozs of money.
These are but two banner discoveries, one from a
long time ago and one from recent memory. But
there are many from a long time ago and many
more from more recent memory. Escondida, El
Teniente, Toquepala, etc. Arequipa Resources
(Pierina), Kori Kollo, Antamina, Alumbrera, etc.
And further afield, away from the Andean margin,
there was Grasberg, Lihir, Morrilla, Goldstrike,
Red Lake, etc. It was deposits such as these that
built and formed the backbone of the mining companies we now know. The discovery of these deposits now seems like a distant memory.
--+--

Figure 4: Chuquicamata has been described as the world’s best
copper mine. The deposit wasn’t so much “found”; it was pretty
much just always there. The top picture is of “Copper Man”, the
pre-historic miner who met his fate in a collapsed shaft. The middle two pictures are of “Chuqui” in the 1940’s, after the place had
been industrialized. The bottom snap is of the pit most recently.
The mine is now 100 years old and, with an expansion underground
into a caving operation, is expected to last another 50 years. The
very idea of a 150 year deposit is, these days, difficult to get your
head around, which says a lot.
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Another name, somewhat more modest, that lit up
gold equity markets back when bullion did not was
Brancote Holdings plc. The company, in the mid1990s, found the Esquel deposit, a find that was
later estimated to have a little more than 3mm ozs
grading 7 g/t, all amenable to open pit extraction.
Preliminary estimates on costs, largely due to the
grade, were about $100/oz. Brancote turned into a
moonshot and was eventually taken over by Meridian Gold in 2002 for about $325mm, a price
that represented an 8-bagger for Brancote shareholders.
Then things started to go downhill. Meridian,
(another market darling feted for its El Penon discovery in Chile in the 1990s), thought it wise to
bring in Chilean miners to develop Esquel. The
problem was that Esquel was in Argentina and
Chile and Argentina have some history between
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Figure 5: Here is a reserve chart of Yanacocha taken from the
journal Economic Geology, Vol. 105, No. 7. It is pretty stunning.
Between years 1994 and 2000, reserves (not resources — reserves)
went from 4mozs to 36mozs. And these were not no-hoper, deeplevel, funky metallurgy reserves in a protected wild life park.
Rather, these were high grade, low strip, dump leachable reserves
and could be mined for about $100/oz. It was like scooping up
money and it didn’t really matter what the gold price was.
If this were to happen today people’s heads would explode.

them. (And even if they didn’t, the impact would
have been the same: can you imagine a company
bringing in Peruvian miners up to Kirkland Lake?)
Adding to the social tension was that Esquel was
situated in a very picturesque locale where skiing,
trout fishing and tourism drove the local economy.
The company barged ahead without reference to
any of this.
The town held a local, non-binding referendum
and voted the project down. It was actually worse
than that. “It was as if everything Meridian said
was said on purpose so people would get angry,”
said a local Esquel resident (and geologist) at the
time. Guards had to be hired to protect the company’s downtown office from being vandalized. The
company sued the leaders of the protest, which
only added fuel to the fire. Such was the backlash
that the government of Chubut sided with the town
and enacted legislation that effectively banned
mining in the southern province. Exploration in
southern Argentina was on tear at the time.
'”There's a tremendous fear this will affect other
provinces,” said another geologist at a local exploration company. And this is precisely what happened. Mendoza, Rio Negro, Neuquen followed
Chubut’s lead. In 2006 the Argentine Supreme
Court ruled that provinces have jurisdiction over
local mining laws. One company’s blunt insensitivity, a watershed event, sterilized approximately
1400km of the world’s most prospective mineralized belt. This largely explains the southern gap.
The northern gap can also be explained by social
issues, namely, a civil war. The war claimed almost 200,000 lives and lasted 60 years. Particularly effected were areas in the south of the country.
Pollitt & Co. Inc.

Government presence here was practically nonexistent. Into this vacuum grew a wild-west culture. The drug trade flourished and “rule of law”
– at least as most would understand it – was absent. Northern Ecuador, near the border, was similarly impacted. It is no wonder that along this
300km gap there are few if any compliant resources and this has nothing to do with geology.
There has been little or no modern exploration
here in sixty years and there was little or no modern exploration before that. The place remains a
time capsule of sorts.

Improvements in metallurgy unlocked many a
camp. Cyanide was the key to making hay in the
Wits basin, heap leaching revolutionized processing in low grade deposits while other tech has
been successful in rendering refractory deposits
economic (hello, Nevada.) Novel approaches to
social issues should be seen in a similar light and
as having similar utility. Poor approaches to same
make this point emphatically. To anchor perspective, consider what the CEO of a multi-billion dollar company, in the face of permitting frustrations,
said twenty years ago to the NYT: “We have the
concession. We have the land. I do not understand what social license means. I expect a license from the authorities, from the minister of
mines. I expect a license from the regional government. I don’t expect a license from the whole
community.” Needless to say, the 9moz resource
remains stranded. Practice, with few exceptions,
has since come a long way. Expect more to come.
--+-The founding myth behind the discovery of NaviPage 5
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Figure 6: Here is a close-up of the southern gap in both map and lineal form. On the left you will see a cluster of gold deposits; these include
Cerro Vanguardia, a workhorse for Anglo over the last 15 years that has produced about 5mozs. Also shown is Cerro Negro, bought by Goldcorp for $3.4b in 2010. These mines, along with the others in this southern cluster, are all in the province of Santa Cruz, an established and
friendly mining province in Argentina. The “problem” deposit here is Esquel, also noted. This is the deposit that Meridian bought and then
proceeded to botch by bringing in Chilean geologists. The social engagement only got worse from there. The end result was Chubut banning
mining and other provinces following suit. This explains the southern gap.
Navidad was discovered in 2003, just after the mess at Esquel went down. The discovery can be seen as an echo of the work done in
the 1990s, primarily by Normandy Mining. The deposit was ridiculously easy to find and there is obviously a lot of run-room yet. Pan American eventually bought Normandy Argentina and they now own all of the data from back then. If the social mess can get worked out, this company would be a good position to make the most of it.

dad involved a geo walking a fence line only to
stumble upon an outcrop with jarring mineralization. The courts (long story) eventually disproved
this tall tale, but the real story speaks just as readily to the prospectivity of fresh ground on a good
belt. Navidad was actually found when a geo followed up on a stream sediment survey conducted
by Normandy Mining in the 1990s. Along one
stream, the samples got louder and louder until the
signal abruptly stopped. The geo got to this point
and then simply walked up the adjacent hill,
whereupon he found the outcrop with jarring mineralization. The prospect was trenched and drilled
and in short order Navidad became the largest and
undeveloped silver deposit in the world. The economics are just as attractive.
The deposit has the clear potential to grow bigger
yet – the only reason they stopped drilling was
because of the mining ban. To underline this
point, BHP at one time held a 9.9% interest in
Navidad’s predecessor company, something that
should speak volumes.
Pan American Silver (PAA) now owns Navidad,
even as most have forgotten about its existence.
Pollitt & Co. Inc.

This is largely because of the mining ban in the
province of Chubut, a direct consequence of Meridian’s poor manners at Esquel.
There is some chance that PAA can unlock Navidad. For one, mining bans have been pushed back
in the provinces of Rio Negro and La Roja. An
effort to do same late last year in Mendoza, a major wine producing area, was met with widespread
protests and the initiative was shelved. (The issue
here may have more to do with a desire to keep
wages down – important for wine makers – than
purported concerns about water.) The newly
elected governor of Chubut has also expressed an
interest in rolling back its mining ban. Opposition
remains stiff, but this opposition largely comes
from the mountains (where Esquel is) and not
from the plains (where Navidad is.) We’ve been
to Navidad and rarely have we seen a place so
desolate. If you can’t build a mine here, you can’t
build a mine anywhere. Our understanding is that
the idea is to put the issue to a local vote and that
the community around Navidad is supportive of
the project. We’ll see.
Pan American has been working in South AmeriPage 6
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Figure 7: This is a zoom of the northern gap, which, as presented, spans Ecuador and Colombia. One can see that the deposits, with a few
exceptions (more here later) are bunched up against the northern and southern limits. This is an artifact of the Colombian civil war, an episode
that made the Colombian-Ecuador border pretty much a no-go zone.
If we had done this map twenty years ago, most of this span would have been blank. In the 1990s, Ecuador was a basket case and for a
spell, at war with Peru. The war in Colombia afflicted most of the country. Folks stayed away. But starting in the early 2000s, things started
to thaw. The first big hit was Aurelian’s Fruta del Norte in about 2004. After protracted negotiations with government, Lundin Mining has
built the mine. Reserves stand at about 5moz grading about 9 g/t. Other substantial projects have also come of age, including Lumina’s
Cangrejos deposit. Indicated resource here is about 10moz Au and 1.4blbs Cu. Permitting and capex will remain a challenge yet. Lumina’s
sister company — Luminex — has signed attractive JVs with heavyweights Anglo American and BHP. It is fair to say that Ecuador has become
a destination over the past 20 years.
In Northern Colombia notable discoveries have included La Colossa (AngloGold, ~25mozs Au), Buritica (formerly Continental Gold,
recently bought by Zijin Mining for about $1.3b CAD, ~ 9+mozs Au, now under construction), and Gramalote, (a B2Gold-Anglo JV which also
looks to proceed to production. These and most others depicted here were found in the last 20 years.
As the Colombian war wound down the border area became more accessible, at least on the Ecuadorian side. The first big win was
Solgold’s Cascabel discovery in 2017 or so. This is now estimated to contain about 19mozs Au and 8mt Cu. Newcrest and BHP are the largest
shareholders. Other large companies have staked up the area around it.
Cascabel is about 25km from the border. On the other side for a stretch of about 300km is ground now dominated by Royal Road
Minerals (“RRM”). This includes the choice land staked by Anglo 20 years ago. The area remains difficult. But it seems clear to us that, just
as Southern Ecuador and Northern Colombia became normalized over the last two decades, so too will this area. The entire stretch remains
attractive.

ca, including Bolivia, Argentina, and Peru, for
decades without so much as a single, serious social
hiccup. We’re not sure how they do it, but consider one data point: when PAA bought Tahoe,
whose principal asset was the high grade Escobel
mine in Guatemala, a mine that was shut down in
face of local protests, the analyst call was in part
conducted in Spanish. Little things sometimes go
a long way.
The company has a long track record of building
book value per share, something that is rare for the
sector (a quick scan suggests only Agnico has
done better in this regard). PAA has exhibited
discipline where needed and been opportunistic at
turns. The shares aren’t cheap (using price:sales),
but at the same time they are not quite as dear as
many of the senior “quality” PM names. Most
importantly, the company is asset rich, something
Pollitt & Co. Inc.

that we feel will be something that will be increasingly valued. If Navidad comes on it will double
the size of the company and anchor the company
for decades to come. This is not in the price.
PAA is one good idea to play the southern gap.
For the northern gap you’ll have to let your hair
down a bit. Anglogold Ashanti (“Anglo”) was the
first large Western concern in the country; they
came in in the early 2000’s and staked all the good
bits, this even as the war was in full swing bombs
were going off in Bogota. The people at the mine
office thought the Anglo people were crazy, which
might not have been too far from the truth. Over
the next 15 years Anglo made progress in the
north of the country where the conflict was less
intense. Three substantial deposits resulted, including the 25mm oz La Colossa. The southern
claims down to the border with Ecuador, where
the conflict continued to simmer, frustrated efforts
Page 7
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and Anglo eventually declared a force majeure on
its projects there.
In 2017 the conflict formally came to an end. Investment in the country has picked up smartly
since. Activity in the north is now said to be brisk
and most PM companies have the country on their
radars. But the social issues in the south remained
delicate. In 2019, Anglo elected to sell its exploration package, including all of its projects in the
south.
The only reason Royal Road Minerals (RRM) had
a shot at the tender was because a) it had been
working in the south in years prior, staking claims
and building relationships along the way and b)
working with the UK Embassy and other third parties, RRM cut a deal with the former opposition to
help rebuild capacities in the former afflicted areas. This, along with $5mm USD and some ifcome, won them the bid.
RRM now has the dominant land position stretching along the belt 300km northwards from the Ecuadorian border, which is to say, the company
pretty much owns the northern gap. This is a refined package with millions spent over the last 15
years to isolate the best bits. According to old Anglo hands, the southern package contains the two
top prospects in the country: La Llanada and El
Molino. (The third best being the 25m oz La Colossa.) Ground data supports the contention that
these are very large, very rich systems. Informal
activity is ubiquitous and they have all the look
and feel of projects from the halcyon days of old.
The Chuqui’s and Yanacocha’s of the world are
exceedingly scarce, but if the distribution of deposits elsewhere on the belt are representative (see
once again figures 2 & 3), the chances that one or
more tier-1 deposits do not lie somewhere on this
last remaining strip of beachfront property are slim
indeed.
Challenges remain. Even as engagement with locals and former opposition groups continues
apace, normalization after 60 years of conflict will
not be an overnight affair. There is no fat bid out
there for social engagement notwithstanding its
importance as a value unlock. The risk to shareDouglas Pollitt
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holders therefore relates to capital structure. The
northern gap is amongst the best exploration land
on the planet but that doesn’t mean it will be
straightforward for shareholders to reap the benefits.
--+-Few will likely care about any of this after the
week we’ve just had. The gold price was up $100/
oz then down $100/oz, as bonds ran naked in the
streets, equity markets crashed, and gold shares
followed suit. But Minsky moments are fleeting
these days and when we get back to normal we’d
do well to consider the names that have been
working of late, namely, names with fresh, fat discoveries. Kirkland Lake with Fosterville, B2 with
Fekola, Wesdome with Kiena, SilverCrest with
Las Chispas. Pan American attracted attention
with La Colorado skarn discovery and Eldorado
celebrated a substantial mine life extension at
Kışladağ by trading up 20% in a day. A few small
juniors, with only a whiff of success, trade at aspirational levels. And this is all small beer as compared to the discoveries that drove gold equities in
years gone by.

The market is telling us that the sector’s existing
asset base is tired and that quality additions to
plant will trump marginal (and temporary) additions to cash flows stemming from higher metal
prices.
A rising gold price will no doubt lift most gold
boats, especially those with “cash flow”, because
who doesn’t like a port in the storm? That’s one
way to play the move.
The other way is to take a page from the past as
try your hand as the Guggenheims did when they
consolidated the great camps of old, or as Mark
Bristow did with his bold foray into Mali back in
the 1990s, a foray that made Randgold Randgold,
or as Normandy did in the 1990s, or as PAA is
doing now, sticking its neck out to acquire and
build assets on the come.
As to weighting between the two approaches, history should be clear enough.

March 2, 2020
Toronto, ON
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